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ABSTRACT
Standard microscopes offer a variety of settings to help im-
prove the visibility of different specimens to the end micro-
scope user. Increasingly, however, digital microscopes are
used to capture images for automated interpretation by com-
puter algorithms (e.g., for feature classification, detection or
segmentation), often without any human involvement. In this
work, we investigate an approach to jointly optimize multiple
microscope settings, together with a classification network,
for improved performance with such automated tasks. We
explore the interplay between optimization of programmable
illumination and pupil transmission, using experimentally im-
aged blood smears for automated malaria parasite detection,
to show that multi-element ”learned sensing” outperforms its
single-element counterpart. While not necessarily ideal for
human interpretation, the networks resulting low-resolution
microscope images (20X-comparable) offer a machine learn-
ing network sufficient contrast to match the classification per-
formance of corresponding high-resolution imagery (100X-
comparable), pointing a path towards accurate automation
over large fields-of-view.
1. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of machine learning-based image analysis
points to a new opportunity to re-examine microscope design.
Unlike people, machine learning (ML) algorithms directly
provide us with automated decisions that include quantitative
measures of task-specific performance (e.g., the accuracy of
feature classification or detection). These measures can sub-
sequently allow us to objectively tune a microscope’s design
to improve the accuracy of automated ML outputs. Such a
joint optimization approach, to design the microscope hard-
ware for improved ML analysis, was recently demonstrated
with a modified task-specific deep neural network termed a
learned sensing network (LSN) [1]. In this work, we demon-
strate a novel LSN that can jointly optimize a microscope’s
pupil transmission and specimen illumination for improved
image classification. To enable end-to-end optimization of
multiple microscope parameters within a task-specific neural
network, we digitally model the physical transformations of
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the pupil and illumination within distinct physical layers,
prepended to our neural network. In this work, the physical
layers are trained in conjunction with the neural network as
a whole to optimize both the pupil transmission function and
discrete illumination pattern, as detailed in Fig. 1.
Conceptually, pupil engineering and illumination control
is not new. Computational imaging techniques [2] have been
used for decades to extract new information by manipulating
microscope parameters [3] or with radical new designs [4].
Recently, machine learning approaches are increasingly used
to determine optimal microscope parameters [5, 6]. How-
ever, these prior works mostly focus on improving the image
quality, rather than the automation task performance [7].We
have recently proposed task-guided optimization, but only for
learning illumination patterns [1, 8].
Here we aim to expand the role of machine learning in
microscope design by optimizing multiple optical elements
concurrently. By examining both the illumination and the
pupil design, we can gain insights into the relative merits of
applied coding schemes to each and attempt to understand
their interplay. To aid our analysis, we considered two tasks:
a simulated task using a synthetic dataset with known fre-
quency characteristics, and an experimental task that explores
multi-element optimization for detection of the malaria para-
site within blood smears.
2. TASK SPECIFIC DEEP OPTIMIZATION
Prepending physical layers to a deep convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) is key to our LSN. Physical layers provide a
data-informed forward model for image formation that in-
cludes the optical elements that we aim to optimize. We start
our microscope’s forward model by assuming that we have
a thin sample O(r), which is illuminated with a plane wave
traveling with transverse wave vector ki generated by a quasi-
monochromatic LED placed beneath the specimen (Fig. 1).
This LED is one of many within an array of i = 1 to n LEDs,
each generating plane waves at slightly different angles ki for
selective sampling of the sample’s spatial frequencies [9]. Il-
lumination from a single LED will result in a shifted spectrum
Oˆ(k− ki) at the microscope back focal plane. This spectrum
is filtered by the pupil transmission function P (k) (amplitude
only) before propagating to the detector plane. With multiple
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(i = 1 : n) mutually incoherent LEDs illuminated simultane-
ously, multiple shifted spectra are filtered before adding inco-
herently at the detector plane. The resulting image formed by
n LEDs turned on at different normalized brightnesses (wi)
can be generated via the weighted intensity sum [1]:
I ′ =
n∑
i=1
{|F−1[Oˆ(k − ki)× P (k)]|2 × wi} (1)
This equation is our physical layer’s forward model. In
this work, we aim to optimize for both the LED brightnesses
wi and the pupil function P (k), which form our composite
physical layers. As is clear in Eq. 1, this joint optimization
task is nonlinear and thus often does not permit straightfor-
ward solutions. After detection, our goal is to classify the
resulting image I ′ with a deep neural network, which forms
the digital portion of our LSN (i.e., its digital layers). During
training, we minimize a loss based on the classification out-
put of the LSN and backpropagate the intermediate errors to
optimize parameters in both our physical and digital layers.
During inference, we use the optimized parameterization of
our physical layers to configure the experimental setup, and
use our digital layers to classify the resulting image I ′.
To understand the effectiveness of joint optimization on
the pupil transmission and the illumination weights, and to
study the interplay between them, we consider the following
four training cases:
1. Digital-only Optimization (DO): Illumination and
pupil transmission are fixed to default values - only
the center LED is illuminated (non-zero) and all pupil
weights set to one (i.e., a clear aperture).
2. Pupil Optimization (PO): The pupil transmission is
optimized, while the illumination is fixed to the default
value of normalized plane-wave illumination.
3. Illumination Optimization (IO): Illumination weights
are optimized, while the pupil is fixed to its default
value.
4. Pupil and Illumination Optimization (PIO): Both
pupil transmission and illumination weights are opti-
mized.
The network architecture remains identical in all four
cases but the physical layers’ weights are updated (or not) ac-
cording to each case. For the LSN digital layers, we used four
convolution layers (six channels per layer with max pooling
after the second and fourth layers), followed by two fully-
connected layers (with 64 and 2 hidden units respectively).
A ReLU activation was used after each layer except the final
one (softmax function).
Fig. 1: Learned sensing network (LSN) framework: (a) Dur-
ing training, LEDs are turned on time-sequentially to capture
multiple images, which are then processed with Fourier pty-
chography [9, 10] to recover the lost phase. Reconstructions
are sent through the LSN physical layers (Eq. 1), facilitat-
ing the optimization of pupil transmission and illumination
weights, culminating in an optimized image for LSN digital
layer processing. Supervised learning is used to optimize both
physical and digital layer weights. (b) During inference, the
optimized pupil transmission and LED illumination pattern
are used to generate the optimal image at the detector, which
directly enters the digital CNN layers for accurate classifica-
tion.
3. SIMULATIONS
To better understand the interplay between illumination and
pupil transmission optimization, we first designed a classifi-
cation task based on a synthetic dataset to differentiate be-
tween hand-drawn triangles and rectangles. As these two
shapes have distinct spatial frequency characteristics (shown
in Fig. 2 (b)), we hypothesized that the optimized pupil and
illumination patterns would selectively highlight the spatial
frequency regions in which the average difference in the fre-
quency spectra of the two shapes were maximally different,
to subsequently improve classification performance.
The synthetic dataset consisted of 300 examples of each
shape, drawn on an iPad and exported as 256× 256 pixel im-
ages. These images were then zero-padded to 2048 × 2048
pixels and augmented eight times by translation, resulting in
a total of 2700 samples per shape. We defined our complex-
valued thin sample as O(x, y) = A(x, y) × exp(i φ(x, y)),
whereA(x, y) is a normalized hand-drawn image and φ(x, y)
is the phase transmittance of the sample. Here for simplicity,
we set φ(x, y) as 2A(x, y). We then simulated microscope
image formation following Eq. 1, assuming a 10X objec-
tive lens (0.2 NA, 522 nm illumination wavelength), with a
variable-transmission pupil function (49 pixels diameter), and
a 64 × 64 pixel sensor. The simulated illumination array in-
cluded n = 25 LEDs in three concentric rings, illuminating
at 0◦, 16.37◦, and 34.30◦ angles, such that the 13 innermost
LEDs were bright-field and the 12 outermost were dark-field.
The frequencies sampled by these different illumination an-
gles are marked in Fig. 2 (c)). 1% Gaussian detector noise
was added to each simulated image and both positive and neg-
ative values are allowed for LED weights, which translates
to capturing two images (one with positive weights, another
with negative weights) and subtracting them for the resultant
image I ′ in Eq. 1.
The LSN was optimized for four training cases discussed
above and each case was run 15 times with different random
initialization seeds. The classification results from these con-
figurations are shown in Table 1, with the best performing
results in bold. We observe that joint optimization (PIO)
yields the highest performance, with an average classification
accuracy of 99%, while the digital-only optimization (DO)
has the lowest overall performance (80%). The cases where
only a single element is optimized (PO and IO) offers signif-
icant improvement from the DO case (90% and 92% respec-
tively) although still lower than the joint optimization case.
The mean and variance of the normalized optimized patterns
(pupil transmissions and illumination weights) across multi-
ple runs are shown in Fig. 2.
For the PO case, the optimized pupil transmission func-
tion selects spatial frequencies concentrated in four areas
(Fig. 2 (d)), which are consistent with areas highlighted by
the average difference between the frequency spectra (center
white ring in Figure 2 (c)). By selectively transmitting these
”difference” spatial frequencies, and attenuating others, the
resulting classifier better distinguishes between the two shape
categories.
When optimizing only the sample illumination (IO), the
converged LED pattern (shown in Fig. 2 (e)) primarily em-
phasized two dark-field LEDs along the anti-diagonal. Within
our illumination optimization, we generally observed a ten-
dency to emphasize dark-field LEDs, since they help transmit
higher spatial frequencies to the image sensor. In this case
since the average Fourier spectra difference shown in Fig.
2 (b) is larger in the anti-diagonal regions, we hypothesize
that the network converged upon this dark-field LED group-
ing to selectively highlight these differences, similar to the
pupil transmission function.
The joint pupil and illumination optimization case (PIO,
Fig. 2 (f)) yielded the most interesting results. Here, we ob-
served how the two components worked together to produce
a microscope design for the most accurate sample classifi-
cation. The converged PIO pupil was distinct from the PO
pupil and the optimized illumination pattern one again ex-
hibits more energy on the diagonal and anti-diagonal regions
using positive and negative LED weights, but in a unique pat-
tern. One direct observation regarding the interplay between
the two coding elements is that in the joint-optimization
case, the optimized pupil offers DC transmission, while in
the pupil-only case it does not. This is likely due to the
ability to utilize the LED illumination to provide primarily
dark-field illumination. A second observation is that in the
joint optimization case, the resulting images in Fig. 2 (g) are
spread over fewer pixels than in the pupil-only case, lead-
ing to higher SNR in the presence of sensor noise. Finally,
comparing the normalized optical transmission of each case
yields an interesting insight - the PO mask transmits 5% of
incident light, the IO case emits 14% of the maximum nor-
malized light from the LED array, and the total emission and
transmission of the PIO is also 5% - suggesting an inherent
trade-off between illumination and pupil coding versus light
transmission in learned sensing design.
Fig. 2: Simulation results. (a) Example rectangular and trian-
gular samples (absorption map). (b) Absolute value of aver-
age Fourier spectra difference between two sample types. (c)
Marked circles represent spatial frequencies sampled by each
corresponding LED illumination angle. (d) Mean and vari-
ance of pupil optimization results. Trained pupil is thresh-
olded for better contrast before plotting. (e) Illumination op-
timization results. (f) Pupil and Illumination optimization re-
sults. (g) Example images.
Table 1: LSN classification accuracy, triangles and rect-
angles
Digital(DO) Pupil(PO) Illu.(IO) Joint(PIO)
79.5 ± 10.6 90.2 ± 6.0 92.1 ± 8.1 99.0 ± 1.5
4. EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate our pupil and illumination LSN optimiza-
tion with real-world data, we turned to the task of detecting
malaria-infected blood cells in a thin blood smear. We used
the malaria infected blood cell images dataset reported in
[1, 11], which was captured on a microscope using a 20X
objective lens under 29 illumination angles from an LED
array. The dataset consisted of 328 infected and 693 unin-
fected cropped blood cells, where each uniquely illuminated
image for each cell is 28 × 28 pixels. Since our model in
Eq. 1 requires us to know the complex thin sample trans-
mission function for each cell (i.e., its absorption and phase),
we used Fourier ptychography [10] to recover the unknown
phase from the 29 low-resolution intensity images, which
resulted in high-resolution complex-valued reconstructions
with 112 × 112 pixels. These high-resolution images were
augmented three times by rotations to generate a final dataset
of 1312 infected and 2772 uninfected complex thin sample
transmission functions O(r), which we input into the LSN
physical layer in Eq. 1 to produce a 28 × 28 pixel image,
which then entered the LSN digital layers for binary classifi-
cation (infected vs. not-infected). The modeled microscope
included a 20X objective lens with 0.4 NA, 5.5µm detector
pixel size and green illumination with 522 nm wavelength.
The modeled illumination for the LSN physical layer arose
from a set of 25 LEDs that differed in position from the
original 29 LEDs to avoid systematic errors during network
training (3 concentric circles at angles 0◦, 19.81◦, and 48.22◦,
13 bright-field and 12 dark-field).
We tested the same four training cases outlined above, re-
peating each 50 times under random initializations. In Table
2 sensitivity and specificity are reported in addition to the ac-
curacy due to the uneven split of data in the two classes. We
also performed classification directly on the high-resolution
112 × 112 images for a reference point. We observe that
once again the PIO configuration, which jointly optimizes
both the illumination and pupil, yields the best results with
performance comparable to using the high-resolution images.
However, as shown by the performance of the IO configu-
ration, the majority of the gains appear to be due to illumi-
nation optimization, while the pupil only case (PO) offers a
marginal improvement from baseline (90.0% vs. 89.7% accu-
racy). The performance of the combined pupil and illumina-
tion optimization (PIO) shows that by collectively optimiz-
ing these elements we can achieve higher performance than
by optimizing a single coding element.
The mean and variance of the optimized pupils and LED
weights are plotted in Fig. 3. We also show the difference
of the average spectra of the two sample categories in Fig. 3
(b), but unlike in our simulation, this difference also contains
information about red blood cell shape, background variation,
noise and reconstruction artifacts. Hence, it is more challeng-
ing to gain direct insight into the optimized coding elements
with this experimental result. However, we know a priori that
the parasites are approximately 1 µm in size, so the primary
differences of interest surround this higher spatial frequency,
and we can expect an optimized system to preferentially re-
duce the DC component and increase these higher frequencies
with dark-field illumination. This trend was observed in the
illumination patterns for both IO and PIO cases, which re-
sulted in relatively sharp dark-field-type images as shown in
Fig. 3 (e/f), where the parasite location tended to appear as
a highlighted spot with different contrast with respect to the
background (Fig. 3 (g)).
Fig. 3: Malaria parasite detection results. (a) Sample high-
resolution images of infected (see below) and not-infected
cells. (b) Log plot of absolute value of Fourier spectra dif-
ference between two cell categories. (c) Each red circle rep-
resents spatial frequencies sampled by the corresponding illu-
mination angle. (d) Mean and variance of pupil optimization
results. (e) Illumination optimization results. (f) Pupil and
Illumination optimization results. (g) Example images.
Table 2: LSN classification accuracy, malaria-infected
blood
Case Acc. Sens. Spec.
Digital(DO) 89.7 ± 2.6 72.2 ± 8.0 98.4 ± 0.7
Pupil(PO) 90.0 ± 2.1 74.9 ± 6.8 97.5 ± 1.1
Illu.(IO) 97.3 ± 1.9 95.8 ± 4.2 98.0 ± 2.1
Joint(PIO) 98.8 ± 1.5 97.7 ± 3.6 99.3 ± 1.0
High-NA 97.0 ± 0.7 92.2 ± 2.0 99.4 ± 0.5
Examining the optimized pupil and illumination patterns
themselves, we observe a similar trend as in the simulation,
where the PO case attenuates the DC component and selec-
tively transmits higher spatial frequencies. However, the low
NA objective lens does not transmit the parasite frequencies
at high fidelity, hence PO optimization doesn’t have a signif-
icant impact on the results. In the joint PIO case, it is once
again difficult to interpret the pupil shape, but it appears to
follow a trend similar to the pupil in our simulation. Here, the
illumination optimization is now preferentially passing higher
spatial frequencies corresponding to parasite features in both
the IO and PIO cases. From these results, it is clear that il-
lumination optimization provides a significant performance
boost. However, the additional degrees of freedom in the
multi-element optimization case has the best overall perfor-
mance.
5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we demonstrated the ability to simultaneously
optimize multiple optical coding elements to improve the au-
tomated classification performance of a modified deep CNN.
Our learned sensing approach for multiple elements provides
better performance than optimizing any individual optical el-
ement alone. Here, the optical parameters are optimized for
a specific task and sample type, which can be practically im-
plemented using programmable optical elements, such as the
LED array used here or with a digital micro-mirror device
(DMD), to produce an intelligent imaging system that can
quickly change its settings based on the task at hand.
We only considered amplitude pupil transmission in our
first demonstration. In future work, pupil phase can also be
considered within a higher optimization space. Other optical
parameters and coding elements can also be easily optimized
within our proposed framework. Illumination wavelength and
polarization can be directly added in, as can alternative optical
coding elements at planes besides the back focal plane.
The training of our forward model required knowledge of
specimen phase, which we estimated with Fourier ptychogra-
phy. Alternate approaches for phase recovery, such as digital
holography or integrating the Fourier ptychographic recon-
struction within a neural network [10], are interesting future
avenues to pursue. Finally, we have chosen a classification
task for this work, however, this joint-optimization approach
can be easily expanded to other machine learning tasks such
as image segmentation or virtual fluorescence microscopy [8].
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